Your XLR Tow mirror is designed to fit most vehicles.
It incorporates unique and patent pending designs
that that make it one of the best clip on mirrors you
can buy.
The XLR is designed to fit passenger and driver side
mirrors. The XLR ratchet adjusters can be removed
and reveresed when istalling the mirror on opposite
sides of your vehicle . Always install ratchet adjuster
with adjustable rubber strap attached to the lower
mirror arm assembly (8).
The XLR Tow Mirror is designed to fit vehicle mirrors
that have a gap between mirror glass and mirror
head frame (1) (5) (7) as well as vehicle mirrors that
are flush and have no such gap (3) (6).

Once you have determined the vehicle mirror type
attach XLR ratchet adjusters to upper and lower
ratchet quick connectors (8) (9).
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When using on a mirror without gap simply pull
quick connect attachment until opposite end is flush
with arm assembly (2) (3) .
When using on a mirror head with gap or lip push
quick connect attachment until opposite end has
1/2” gap. (1) (5) (7).
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Open cover on ratchet and push button to release
the rachet strap enough to fit XLR Tow Mirror on to
existing mirror. Operate ratchet adjuster until snug
(10). On larger vehicles additional strap length may
be required. The rubber strap on the XLR ratchet adjuster can be adjusted by sliding the quick connect
clip lower on the rubber strap (8).
Position XLR Clip On Mirror onto your vehicle mirror.
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Periodically check that mirror is securley attached.
Because of universal fit design of this mirror the
puchaser must determine suitability of this mirror to
their particular vehicle.
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